SARC ideasLab 7th Dec 2011
Space as integral to understanding identity

Formal quality of space
Site specificity

Belfast soundscape

Acoustics

Multichannel field recording

Architecture

Social political analysis
Soundscape and identity

Loudspeaker as instrument

Physical (sounding) objects
Sounds of nature

Use of speaker objects/transducers
Coupled to a specific material

Voice as signifier
of space

Acoustic identity
Going beyond stage based performance
Issues of location in acousmatic composition

Moving listener changing aural perception
Linear loudspeaker array (no sweet spot)

Composing for space

Distance as a musical parameter

Awareness of communities in specific place

Listening space = performing space
Rendering the presence of loudspeaker as
object in space

Soundscape and community

Development of methodologies (from
anthropology), participative observation

Extending musical instruments in space
Sound recordings
DPOAEs

Psychoacoustic phenomena as source for
spatial practice

Public spaces
Ear as instrument

Precedence effect

Sound walks

Panning sweet spot around the room

Building up sympathetic knowledge of a
space

Music that sounds different depending in
listeners position

Audience on site
Love letter: dear place...

Sound and Space

Methods: study, think aloud, interview, data
capture, observational analysis (targeting
gestures)

Development of a methodology for engaging
with place
Performance Study

Experiential approach to place
Stereo sound diffusion
Activating space

Intervening in place (drumstick on objects/
surfaces)

Performance in place

Identity

Action class & subclass terminology through
content analysis, tested with other
participants
Identifying performance variation: gesture
similarity, fader similarity, intent)

Diffusion gesture terminology (devised and
validated)

Participants contribute lists of words to be
projected
Celebrating the everyday

Captured with microphone arrays
Large scale speaker plans
Space and spherical harmonics

Computer simulation

Field recording

From Soundfield (physical or simulated),
measurement, spectral harmonic coefficients
to perceptual attributes (e.g. Localisation)

Loudspeakers as sources (no sweet spot)
Room influence on multichannel reproduction

Natural properties of space modulating sound
sources
Moving listener through different sonic areas
Tuning and materials to specific spaces
Exposing sound art to the public
Interactive forest
Live transmission from rainforest

Sound installation

Source localisation - perceived source
location

Prioritising perceptual attributes (e.g.
Localisation, source width, listener
envelopment, timbre, distance, enclosure...
VST for ambisonics
B-format encoder, UHJ encoder, multiformat decoder
Library of spatial tools

